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Because Butte tends to have clear evening skies in the summer, heat that is absorbed into the ground during the day radiates into the atmosphere and dissipates much quicker each night than in many ...
Compared to Missoula, Butte's just chillin' through heat wave
“I’m just ... not going to allow his future — or the Browns’ plans — to become a distraction. He’s letting agents Jack and Tom Mills handle his business. “I don’t try and feed too ...
Baker just chillin’
The 23-year-old mogul teased the launch of Kylie Baby on part three of her Inside Kylie Cosmetics YouTube series posted on Thursday.
Kylie Jenner teases Kylie Baby two years after trademark filing, says Stormi is 'the real star'
Government watchdog groups are urging Biden to hire an ethics director at the White House the way George W. Bush and Barack Obama did.
‘Normal is not good enough’: After Trump, pressure’s on Biden to create new ethics rules
This does not mean we will wear nothing but black socks with shorts; nor will we make the dentistry industry bankrupt with our steadfast refusal to patronize their profession. As much as Ernie Els ...
Chillin' to the Euro beat
The former governor ended the month with more than three times as much cash on hand as the former business executive.
Democrat McAuliffe reports raising twice as much money as GOP rival Youngkin during June in Virginia governor’s race
As 'RHOA' Season 14 is expected to start filming soon, casting for the show is not complete and there is nothing confirmed yet.
‘RHOA’ Season 14 Rumors: New Report Suggests ‘The Real Housewives of Atlanta’ Is Experiencing Difficulties With Casting
The trick to this pairing is to not go too heavy and skip anything too ... saison but with generally a lower amount of alcohol for a much more sessionable choice. Bingo Brewing’s Dry Crispy ...
Your Beermonger: Food and Beer Pairings Perfect for Grillin’ and Chillin’ This Fourth
In a normal year, the herd would have been very much in demand and on the road for ... ranch can go on a sleigh ride pulled by reindeer, just like Santa.
'Santa’s reindeer' out of work in pandemic, just chillin’ out
After more than a year of events in the Performance Center and ThunderDome, WWE is finally back on the road with the Money in the Bank pay-per-view. Here is a look at the lineup for Sunday's show, ...
Bleacher Report's WWE Staff Predictions for Money in the Bank 2021
Welcome to this week’s “Just for Variety.” Queer Disney fans raised a rainbow flag in 2017 when it was revealed that in the Bill Condon-directed live-action adaptation of the ...
Josh Gad Addresses LeFou’s Sexuality on Disney Plus’ ‘Beauty and the Beast’ Prequel Series: ‘Expect the Unexpected’ (EXCLUSIVE)
Nor am I in possession of a best friend who games nor second player controller to localize it, and I really am not an online multiplayer guy. So I think I may have just talked myself out of it.
The Week In Games: Zombies And Not Much Else
Jordan Spieth was the best he has ever been. While it's true that 2015 was a more decorated year for him, never has his game been truer from tee to green than in 2017 when he won the AT&T Pebble Beach ...
The Open 2021: Jordan Spieth is playing at a better clip than when he won the Claret Jug
The Patriots defense badly missed Hightower's presence last season. Now, he's back and hoping to be better than ever.
How Dont’a Hightower could key a return to dominance for the Patriots’ defense
“It’s not the easiest way to do this — it’s much easier to interview lots of people and just cut to archives, but that was not the vibe we wanted in this series.” ...
Why the Music Doc Series ‘1971’ Wasn’t Just About Music
but the others not so much. 3] More travel for fans, and it may not just be regional. Can they afford this? 4] Special site locations don't become quite so special. For example, if Alabama ...
Just A Minute: 10 Things Not to Like about College Football Playoff Expansion
"In terms of my long-term outlook, to be honest with you, stocks are the best place to be, but I just wouldn't expect much from the major averages," Cooperman said at CNBC's Financial Advisor Summit.
Leon Cooperman plans to stock pick his way to success, not expecting much more from overall market
That's great for sellers -- but for buyers, not ... much the norm, even if you make an offer that's well over a home's asking price. The typical amount of time for a home to sit on the market was ...
Homes Sold in May Stayed on the Market for Just 6 Days on Average
They were not assisted by their bench, which had just four points, while starters PJ Tucker and Brook Lopez had three and eight points respectively. Jeff Green was on fire in Game 5, hitting seven ...
Kevin Durant, James Harden... and not much else
LG plans to introduce its first consumer Mini LED TVs sometime next month, according to a press release from the South Korean company. Mini LED is a new variant of LCD TV tech that offers better ...
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